DIALOGUE ON DIVERSITY PRESENTS HEALTH CARE SYMPOSIUM 2019

THE POWER OF WELLNESS: LAW, SCIENCE, AND THE HUMAN TOUCH

WHAT: HEALTH CARE SYMPOSIUM – INVESTMENT, PREVENTION, PRIVACY: THE KEY QUESTS

WHEN: Wednesday, June 26, 2019, 10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

WHERE: Unidos US, 1126 Sixteenth Street, N.W. Washington, D.C.

WHAT YOU WILL FIND . . . WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?

➢ What health expenses are insured? Which ought to be insured: Dental? Mental Health? Treatments for Forms of Addiction – Opioid and others?

➢ The Chief Barriers – What factors can Block Adequate Health Care for Poor? or Minority? or Immigrant People? How to overcome Language and Culture Disconnects in Communications with Medical Providers? How to Overcome the Barrier of Poverty?

➢ New Light for the Western Hemisphere: — from Endemic Diseases to Wellness Barriers falling. Women’s Health. Secrets of Innovative Cures

➢ A Refurbished ACA or a “Single Payer” system? Which is to be preferred? . . . and When?

➢ Why are health care expenditures higher now than they used to be? How to compensate Doctors?

➢ Can “Telemedicine” be a Workable Remedy for the Economically or Geographically out of reach? For the emergency injured before they reach a hospital?


➢ Battle with the Superbugs: Will it prove to be winnable?

The Program is offered Free. REGISTER AT www.dialougeondiversity.org